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We show that a number of problems of modern cosmology may be addressed and solved in the framework of
multidimensional gravity with high-order curvature invariants, without invoking other fields. As applications of this
approach, we mention primordial inflation and particle production after it; description of the modern accelerated
stage of the Universe with stable compact extra dimensions; construction of asymmetric thick brane-world models.
1. Introduction
We consider multidimensional gravity as a basis for solv-
ing many fundamental problems using a minimal set
of postulates. The particular value of the total space-
time dimension D > 4 and the topological properties of
space-time are supposed to be determined by quantum
fluctuations and may vary from one space-time region
to another, leading to drastically different universes. It
turns out that different effective theories take place even
with fixed parameters of the original Lagrangian.
As a result, the situation to a certain extent resem-
bles the prediction of string theory known as the land-
scape concept: the total number of different vacua in
heterotic string theory is about 101500 [1,2]). The num-
ber of possible different universes is then huge but finite.
Moreover, the concept of a random potential [3], also
referring to quantum fluctuations, leads to an infinite
number of universes with various properties. We make
a step further and try to ascribe the origin of such po-
tentials to multidimensional curvature-nonlinear grav-
ity. We then use the obtained effective theories, contain-
ing scalar fields of purely geometric origin, to a number
of well-known problems of modern cosmology.
Some challenging problems are those related to fine
tuning, required to explain the actual properties of our
Universe. Thus, small parameters are necessary to pro-
vide the smallness of temperature fluctuations of the
CMB; an extremely small parameter is required to ex-
plain the observed value of dark energy density. It can
be shown, in particular, that such fine-tuning problems
may be reduced to the problem of the number of extra
dimensions [4].
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2. F (R) gravity, a single factor space
2.1. Basic equations
Let us first consider, for simplicity, D -dimensional
space-time with the structure MD = Md ×M4 , where
the extra factor space Md is of arbitrary dimension d
and is assumed to be a space of positive or negative
constant curvature k = ±1. Consider the action
S =
1
2
mD−2
D
∫ √
Dg dDx [F (R) + Lm] (1)
and the D -dimensional metric
ds2 = gµν(x)dx
µdxν + e2β(x)habdx
adxb (2)
where (x) means the dependence on xµ , the coordinates
of M4 ; hab is the x-independent metric in Md . The
choice (2) is used in many studies, e.g., [5–7].
Capital Latin indices cover all D coordinates, small
Greek ones cover the coordinates of M4 and a, b, . . . the
coordinates of Md . The D -dimensional Planck mass
mD does not necessarily coincide with the conventional
Planck scale m4 ; mD is, to a certain extent, an arbitrary
parameter, but on observational grounds it must not be
smaller than a few TeV.
The Ricci scalar can be written in the form
R = R4 + φ+ fder,
φ = kd(d− 1)m2
D
e−2β(x)
fder = 2dg
µν∇µ∇νβ + d(d+ 1)(∂β)2, (3)
where (∂β)2 = gµν∂µβ∂µβ . The slow-change approxi-
mation, suggested in [4], assumes that all quantities are
slowly varying, i.e., it considers each derivative ∂µ (in-
cluding those in the definition of R4 ) as an expression
containing a small parameter ε , so that
|φ| ≫ |R4|, |fder|. (4)
As shown in [4], this approximation even holds in any
inflationary model whose characteristic energy scale is
2far below the Planck scale mD , to say nothing of the
modern epoch. Thus, the GUT scale, which is com-
mon in inflationary models, is mGUT ∼ 10−3m4 , which
means that primordial inflation may be well described
in the present framework if mD ∼ m4 .
In this approximation, using a Taylor decomposition
for F (R) = F (φ+R4 + fder), integrating out the extra
dimensions and using a conformal mapping to pass over
to a 4-dimensional Einstein frame with the metric g˜µν ,
we obtain up to O(ε2):
S =
V [d]
2
m2
D
∫
d4x
√
g˜ (signF ′)L,
L = R˜4 +
1
2
KEin(φ)(∂φ)
2 − VEin(φ) + L˜m,
L˜m = (signF
′)
e−dβ
F ′(φ)2
Lm; (5)
KEin(φ) =
1
2φ2
[
6φ2
(
F ′′
F ′
)2
− 2dφF
′′
F ′
+
1
2
d(d+ 2)
]
,
(6)
VEin(φ) = −(signF ′)
[ |φ|m−2
D
d(d− 1)
]d/2
F (φ)
F ′(φ)2
. (7)
In (5)–(7), the tilde marks quantities obtained from or
with g˜µν ; the indices are raised and lowered with g˜µν ;
everywhere F = F (φ) and F ′ = dF/dφ . All quantities
of orders higher than O(ε2) are neglected.
The quantity φ may be interpreted as a scalar field
with the dimensionality m2
D
, see (3). In what follows (if
not indicated otherwise) we put mD = 1.
In fact, the function F (φ) represents an infinite
power series inevitably caused by quantum corrections.
Here we will use the truncated form
F (R) = R + cR2 + w1R
3 + w2R
4 − 2Λ (8)
and demonstrate that some new nontrivial results may
be obtained even under such simplified assumptions.
Curvature-quartic multidimensional models were also
studied in [8].
2.2. Some applications
For certainty, we will everywhere treat the Einstein con-
formal frame, in which the Lagrangian has the form (5),
as the physical frame used to interpret the observations.
This assumption is not inevitable and is even rather ar-
bitrary; the choice of a conformal frame is known to be
related to the properties of the set of measurement in-
struments used [9,10], and using other conformal frames
is also possible but goes beyond the scope of this paper.
Effective particle production after inflation
According to [11], quick oscillations of the inflaton field
immediately after the end of the inflationary stage are
necessary for particle production which should lead to
the observable amount of matter. It is known [12, 13]
that if the inflaton coupling to matter fields is negligible,
the mechanism of particle/entropy production and heat-
ing of the Universe could be ineffective. On the other
hand, a strong coupling between the inflaton and mat-
ter fields, leading to large quantum corrections to the
initial Lagrangian, would set to doubt the sufficiently
small values of the input parameters needed for the very
existence of the inflationary stage.
Another possibility of effective particle creation (para-
metric resonance) was described in [12]. Nonlinear mul-
tidimensional gravity yields one more mechanism [14].
Consider the potential and kinetic terms for the ef-
fective Lagrangian (5) with the function F (R) taken
from (8). A complicated φ dependence of the kinetic
term strongly affects the classical scalar field dynam-
ics. The effect is especially strong when the minimum
of the kinetic term approximately coincides with that of
the potential. To illustrate the situation, consider a toy
model of a scalar field φ with
V (φ) =
1
2
m2φ2
K(φ) = K1(φ− φmin)2 +Kmin, K1, Kmin > 0. (9)
The field equations then read:
H2 =
κ
2
3
[
1
2
K(φ)φ˙2 + V (φ)
]
,
K(φ)
(
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙
)
+
1
2
Kφ(φ)φ˙
2 + Vφ(φ) = 0 (10)
(the index φ means d/dφ , and H is the Hubble param-
eter).
When the inflation is over, the amplitude of inflaton
oscillations is small at the Planck scale, and the effec-
tive kinetic term Keff ∼ Kmin is small due to the cho-
sen values of the parameters. The effective Lagrangian,
containing an interaction term of the inflaton and some
other scalar field χ
Leff ≃ 1
2
Kminφ˙
2 + gφχχ, (11)
can be brought into the standard form by re-definition
of the inflaton field:
Leff ≃ 1
2
φ˙2 +
g√
Kmin
φχχ. (12)
A small value of Kmin increases the effective coupling
constant (by an order of magnitude for the chosen val-
ues of the parameters) and surely leads to more rapid
particle production. As a result, we overcome the above
difficulty: a slow motion during inflation may be rec-
onciled with effective particle production right after in-
flation. Hence universes of this sort possess promising
conditions for creation of complex structures.
Effect of the number and geometry of extra
dimensions
Even if the initial Lagrangian is entirely specified, low-
energy effective Lagrangians, drastically different from
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Figure 1: Different potentials for different d , obtained from
the Lagrangian (5) with F (R) in the form (8). Parameters:
c = 0, w1 = 0, w2 = −1, Λ = −0.25. The curves are
adapted to a unique scale.
one another, can be obtained by varying d and the cur-
vature index k of the extra dimensions.
A strong influence of the number d on the effective
Lagrangian parameters is evident since the potential (7)
contains a quickly decreasing factor ∼ d−d . Thus, if in
a stationary state φ = φ0 , the dimensionless initial pa-
rameters |φ0|m−2D and F ′(φ0) are of order unity, the ef-
fective cosmological constant Λeff = VEin(φ0) is related
to F (φ0) (which may be close to m
2
D
) by
Λeff/F (φ0) ∼ [d(d− 1)]−d/2. (13)
It is of interest that d−d ≈ 10−123 for d = 67. Thus,
at least in the Einstein picture, a fluctuation leading to
a (67+4)-dimensional space may evolve to a space with
the vacuum energy density 10−123m4 . The extreme
smallness of Λeff is related to the number of extra di-
mensions, and other physical ideas are not required. We
have taken for certainty mD = m4 , otherwise the esti-
mates will be slightly different.
Fig. 1 gives another example of d-dependence of the
shape of the potential. Even its minimum does or does
not exist depending on the value of d , see the curves at
φ > 0. If a universe is nucleated with extra dimensions
having negative curvature, we have φ < 0, see Fig. 1.
Evidently the mean value of the potential V (φ) in such
a universe tends to infinity for d = 2, to a constant
value for d = 4 and to zero for d = 6. All this takes
place if the initial field value is less than −1. Otherwise,
if a universe is born with −1 < φ < 0, it is captured
in a local minimum, and the size of extra dimensions
remains small.
3. Multiple factor spaces
So far we discussed effective low-energy theories corre-
sponding to the metric (2) for different choices of the
initial action. Some values of the parameters turned out
to be suitable for the description of a universe like ours.
Additional opportunities appear when varying the struc-
ture of extra dimensions, which includes the number of
extra factor spaces, their dimensionality and curvature.
As was mentioned in the Introduction, we do not
assume a specific number of extra dimensions or their
topology. Both are thought to arise due to quantum
fluctuations close to the Planck scale. If quantum fluc-
tuations lead to a more complex structure of the extra
dimensions, the physics becomes much richer.
3.1. Two compact extra factor spaces
Consider an extra space being a product of two factor
spaces: Md = Md1 ×Md2 , with the metric
ds2 = gµν(x)dx
µdxν +
∑
i
e2βi(x)h
(i)
ab dx
adxb, (14)
where the index i = 1, 2 enumerates the extra factor
spaces and h
(i)
ab have the same properties as hab in the
previous section, with the curvature indices ki = ±1
similar to k in (3). Considering the same action (1), we
should introduce two scalar fields
φi = ki(di − 1)m2D e−2βi(x) (15)
to describe the low-energy limit. The effective potential
has the following form in the Einstein frame:
VEin(φ1, φ2)
= −1
2
(
signF ′(φ)
)
[F ′(φ)]2
|φ1|d1/2
[(d1−1)]d1/2
|φ2|d2/2
[(d2−1)]d2/2
×
[
F (φ) + d1φ
2
1
(
c1 +
2c2
d1−1
)
+ d2φ
2
2
(
c1 +
2c2
d2−1
)]
,
(16)
where φ = d1φ1 + d2φ2 . It is presented in Fig. 3.1.
where two valleys of the potential lie in perpendicular
directions, φ1 = 0 and φ2 = 0, each of them corre-
sponding to an infinite size of one of the extra factor
spaces, Md1 or Md2 . Of greater interest is the local
minimum, marked by a long arrow, where both factor
spaces are compact and have a finite size. A universe
can live long enough in this metastable state, as in the
case of a simpler topology of extra dimensions discussed
above.
An interesting possibility arises if a universe is formed
at point B in Fig. 2. There occurs inflation, and it ends
as the fields move from point B along the arrow. The
fate of different spatial domains depends on the field
values in these domains. Even if most of them evolve
to the metastable minimum, some part of the domains
overcome the saddle and tend to the first or second
valley, with an infinite size of one of the factor spaces.
In this case, our Universe should contain some domains
of space with macroscopically large extra dimension.
4Figure 2: Effective potential for an extra space with the
topology Md = Md1×Md2 , d1 = d2 = 3, and the parameters
are c = −0.5, Λ = 0.2, c1 = c2 = −0.38. The view is from
above, lower levels are darker. The local minimum is marked
by a long arrow.
Their number and size crucially depend on the initial
conditions.
The laws of physics in such a domain are quite dif-
ferent from ours. So, if, say, a star enters into such a
domain, since the law of gravity is dimension-dependent,
the balance of forces inside the star will be violated, and
it will collapse or decay. More than that, there will be
no usual balance between nuclear and electromagnetic
forces in the stellar matter, so that even nuclei (except
maybe protons) will decay as well. Even hadrons, being
composite particles, are likely to lose their stability.
3.2. Thick asymmetric brane world models
Quite a different configuration is obtained if, again using
the metric (14), we assume that one of the extra factor
spaces is noncompact, thus considering a mixed ansatz:
let, say, Md1 be noncompact and, for simplicity, one-
dimensional (d1 = 1) while Md2 is, as before, a com-
pact factor space in the spirit of the Kaluza-Klein con-
cept. As a result of the reduction procedure described
above, we obtain (in the Einstein frame) an effective 5D
theory in the space-time M5 = M4 ×Md1=1 with the
Lagrangian [15]
Leff = R5 +K(φ)g
ab∂aφ∂bφ− 2V (φ), (17)
where R5 is the 5D Ricci scalar, φ is an effective scalar
field, obtained in the above manner from the scale fac-
tor of Md2 , and we have chosen the units so that the
effective 5D gravitational constant is equal to unity.
The indices a, b cover all five coordinates. The func-
tions K(φ) and V (φ) are obtained from the initial D -
dimensional action similarly to the quantities KEin and
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Figure 3: The parameter values given in Eq. (20). The solid
line shows the potential, the dashed line represents the ki-
netic term multiplied by the factor 10−5 .
VEin in Eqs. (6), (7). The 5D metric is chosen in the
form
ds2 = e2γ(y)dt2 − e2β(y)d~x2 − dy2, (18)
where {~x, t} are the usual 4D coordinates and y is the
fifth coordinate. Assuming global regularity, we seek
models of thick brane worlds able to trap ordinary mat-
ter in some layer described by a small range of the co-
ordinate y .
Many models of interest can be obtained if we use a
more general initial action than (1), namely,
S =
1
2
mD−2
D
∫ √
Dg dDx
[
F (R)
+ c1RABR
AB + c2K
]
, (19)
where RAB is the Ricci tensor and K = RABCDRABCD
is the Kretschmann scalar in MD ; c1 and c2 are con-
stants, and we take, as before, the function F (R) in the
form (8). It should be noted that the reduction proce-
dure, involving the slow-change approximation, works
well with this more general action (and even more com-
plex ones) and leads to effective 5D Lagrangians of the
form (17).
Fig. 2 presents an example of the functions V (φ) and
K(φ) corresponding to the parameters
d0 = 5, d1 = 2, c = 6, w1 = 15, w2 = 7,
Λ = −0.02, ck = 4(c1 + c2) = 5,
cv = c1 + 2c2/(d2 − 1) = 1.5, (20)
which give rise to an asymmetric thick brane in 5D
space, similar in its main features to the second Randall–
Sundrum model (RS2) [16]. The corresponding solution
to the field equations that follow from (17) describes a
space-time with the metric (18) which is asymptotically
anti-de Sitter (AdS) at large |y| , with the decressing
warp factor eγ = eβ ∼ e−k±|y| , though with different
5curvature values as y → +∞ and y → −∞ (k+ 6= k−);
the scalar field φ has the conventional form of a kink
interpolating between two minima of the potential while
K(φ) remains positive. Like the RS2 branes, these con-
figurations have AdS horizons at both sides far from
the brane; they are able to trap a massless scalar field
and, since gravitational perturbations are known to be-
have as a massless scalar [17], such models naturally
provide the validity of Newton’s law with proper correc-
tions [16,18] for matter on the brane. Assuming that the
brane asymmetry is negligible, approximate expressions
for the modified Newtonian potential VN for gravity on
the brane at large and small radii R are [19]
VN (R) ≈ −GM
R
(
1 +
2lc
3R
)
, R≪ lc,
VN (R) ≈ −GM
R
(
1 +
2lc
3R2
)
, R≫ lc. (21)
where lc is the mean AdS curvature radius. At radii
& 10 lc , the potential almost coincides with the Newto-
nian one while at small radii as compared with lc (but
large as compared with the brane width) gravity be-
comes effectively 5-dimensional. The Newtonian grav-
itational constant G is related to the 5D Planck mass
m5 as follows:
8πG = (m35lc)
−1, (22)
where m5 is connected with the initial multidimensional
Planck mass mD by a coefficient of order unity.
A well-known problem with such branes is their in-
ability to trap massive scalar fields [20].
A peculiar feature of another class of BW models ob-
tained from (17) (with other sets intial parameters) is
that K(phi) has a variable sign, i.e., the scalar kinetic
energy is positive in some range of φ values and negative
in another range. The brane is located in the vicinity
of the transition point between these ranges and is thus
highly asymmetric by construction. In such BW mod-
els, the warp factor again corresponds to AdS space far
from the brane, but exponentially grows, which provides
a purely gravitational mechanism for matter field trap-
ping, without need for any interaction between φ and
matter fields [20]. There is a problem with massless field
and graviton trapping since it turns out that the discrete
spectrum of trapped scalar field modes does not contain
a massless mode. These branes are, however, similar to
one of the two branes in the RS1 model [21], namely, the
one with negative tension, which is interpreted as the ob-
servable (Planck) brane, and Newton’s law with certain
corrections is known to hold there [21–23]. Our mod-
els can be interpreted in terms of an RS1-like structure,
with a circular extra dimension, but with a positive-
tension brane moved to infinity. In this case, a viable
law of gravity on the brane can be obtained and may be
written as [15]
VN (R) ≈ −G1lcM
3πR2
, R≪ lc,
VN (R) ≈ −G1M
3R
, R≫ lc. (23)
where 8πG1 = 1/(m
3
5lc). Thus, for R ≫ lc , Newton’s
law is valid with the gravitational constant G = G1/3
(whereas in (21) we had G = G1 ); at small radii, as be-
fore, the potential is proportional to R−2 , though with
another coefficient.
The AdS curvature radius lc remains an arbitrary
parameter in all such models.
4. Conclusion
We have discussed the ability of nonlinear multidimen-
sional gravity to produce various low-energy effects and
models, some of which could describe our Universe. We
only assume a certain form of the pure gravitational ac-
tion and a sufficient number of extra dimensions but do
not fix the number, dimensions and curvature signs of
extra factor spaces. Artificial inclusion of matter fields
is not supposed, so that our conclusions are based on
purely geometric grounds.
We have seen that the same theory described by a
specific Lagrangian leads to a diversity of low-energy sit-
uations, depending on the structure of extra dimensions
and the initial conditions.
We have found out, in particular, that nontrivial
forms of the kinetic term of the inflaton field arise natu-
rally in this approach. As a result, inflaton oscillations
at the end of inflation could be very rapid with an ap-
propriate form of the kinetic term. This increases the
particle production rate after the end of inflation. At the
same time, a slow motion of the inflaton at the begin-
ning of inflation provides a sufficiently long inflationary
stage.
It has also been shown that multiple production of
closed walls and hence massive primordial black holes
is a probable consequence of modern models of inflation
[24].
Quite different effective low-energy models arise if
one considers different numbers and/or topology of ex-
tra dimensions, even if all parameters of the initial La-
grangian are fixed. It means that the specific values of
these parameters could be less important than it is usu-
ally supposed: even more important are the number, di-
mensions and curvatures of the extra factor spaces. In
particular, varying the number d of extra dimensions
forming a single factor space, it is quite easy to obtain
the proper value of the inflaton mass.
We have seen that the size of extra dimensions may
depend on the spatial point in the observed space, so
that our Universe may contain spatial domains with a
macroscopic size of extra dimensions, where the whole
physics should become effectively multidimensional.
We have also obtained 5D gravitational kinky con-
figurations which could be interpreted as thick branes in
the spirit of the widely discussed brane world concept.
6Thus pure multidimensional gravity, even without
other ingredients, is quite a rich structure, and many
problems of modern cosmology may be addressed in this
framework. A task of interest is to try to construct a
model able to solve a number of such problems (if not
all) simultaneously.
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